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Pass your ASE A7 Test using this complete practice test with answers fully explained for ideal

study. Pass the first time with a better score. Get an edge guaranteed. Also complements other

study materials.Written by Dr. John Kershaw, ASE Test Prep Guru:- ASE Test Question

Developer- ASE Certified Master Technician- ASE Master Truck Technician- Auto Industry

Technical Instructor- Among first ASE Certified in 1972Practice the Same Topics as the Actual

ASE A7:ASE defines area A7 heating and air conditioning as an individual service area. This

area includes all components and systems both mechanical and electronic that are related to a

vehicle’s heating and air conditioning system.
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SheetReview of the ASE A7 TestThe A7 practice test (HVAC) is one of eight tests in a series of

practice exams published by to assist test takers when taking the Auto Service Excellence

(ASE) certification exams. The ASE certification is granted by the National Institute of

Automotive Service Excellence.Automotive IndustryIn the United States, the automotive

industry and its 350,000 related industries employ about 7 million workers. More than 30

percent of all passenger cars are in the United States. Ninety percent of Americans own at

least one car, and 55 percent own two or more. Americans drive 2.25 trillion miles a year. Their

vehicles consume 140 billion gallons of fuel per year. Annually, motorists in the United States

spend $100 billion on vehicle insurance. They also use more than $300 billion of credit in the

purchase and maintenance of vehicles. The automotive industry affects many areas of the

economy.Men have spent a century on the road starting with the first patented gasoline-

powered Benz Motorwagen in 1886, from the Daimler-Benz Company started by two

automotive pioneers Carl Benz and Gottlieb Daimler. The automotive industry has seen

continuous and exciting changes for over a century. The first gasoline-powered automobile

generated 1.5 horsepower and reached top speeds of 3-5 MPH [5-8 KPH]. 21st century

vehicles have 110-450 horsepower engines and cruise at 65 to 76 MPH (106-121 KPH).ASE

Test SummaryWhat: The ASE A Series exams are part of the certification process of the



NIASE, a non-profit organization that offers certification to automotive professionals.Who:

Automotive professionals who wish to become certified in various aspects of automotive repair

for increased earning potential, job mobility and performance recognition. Members get the

ASE Blue Seal Certification. A candidate needs two or more years of work experience to

qualify.Where: ASE certification exams are administered at Prometric testing centers

throughout the United States.When: Exams can be taken in certain two-month windows during

the year.Why: ASE is nationally recognized as a leader in automotive certification. Their stated

mission is to improve the quality and service of vehicle repair.How: ASE certification exams are

computerized multiple choice exams.Type: There are 8 A series ASE exams.Time: 1 – 2 hours

depending on the exam.Language: EnglishCost: It costs $33.00 to take an ASE exam plus a

$36.00 registration fee.Automotive Systems in the 21st Century are very complex with

computer area networks (CAN) that link multiple computer-controlled systems. The average

automobile today has more computers in it than the Apollo 11 mission that carried the first man

Neil Armstrong to walk on the Moon. This is particularly true with Hybrid Electric Vehicles

(HEV) and full hybrids like the Chevrolet VOLT, which uses more than 50 small computers all

linked together to operate that vehicle.In the past, many people serviced their own vehicles but

due to advanced technology and the electronic service tools (EST), like digital multimeters and

scan tools needed to service these vehicles, these same people are turning to professional

automotive technicians. In the morning when you leave for work and your car does not start,

and you look under the hood, you quickly realize the importance of an automotive technician

and that they are trained and certified. A trained, competent, and certified automotive

technician with the right tools can quickly and accurately diagnose and repair that no-start

automobile. The Chevrolet VOLT like many other hybrids now requires the technician to use a

laptop computer, special software, and an interface for diagnosis and service.As the need for

skilled technicians has grown, a number of automotive service-related organizations have been

created. These organizations support automotive service technicians as they grow in their

careers. These organizations also help ensure the quality of training received by today's

automotive technicians.National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE)Originally

known as The National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (NIASE), today's ASE was

founded in 1972 as a nonprofit, independent entity dedicated to improving the quality of

automotive service and repair through the voluntary testing and certification of automotive

technicians. Until that time, consumers had no way of distinguishing between competent and

incompetent automotive technicians. In the mid-1960s and early 1970s, efforts were made by

several automotive industry affiliated associations to respond to this need. Though the

associations were nonprofit, many regarded certification test fees merely as a means of raising

additional operating capital. Also, some associations, having a vested interest, produced test

scores heavily weighted in the favor of its members. ASE provides certification as the standard

of excellence for professional automotive technicians.NIASEFrom these efforts a new

independent, nonprofit association, the National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence

(NIASE), was established much to the credit of two educators, George R. Kinsler, Director of

Program Development for the Wisconsin Board of Vocational and Adult Education in Madison,

WI, and Myron H. Appel, Division Chairman at Cypress College in Cypress, CA. Early efforts

were to encourage voluntary certification in four general areas:I.Engine Engines, Engine Tune-

Up, Block Assembly, Cooling and Lube Systems, Induction, Ignition, and

ExhaustII.Transmission Manual Transmissions, Drive Line and Rear Axles, and Automatic

TransmissionsIII.Brakes and Suspension Brakes, Steering, Suspension, and

WheelsIV.Electrical/AU Conditioning Body/Chassis, Electrical Systems, Heating, and Air



Conditioning.In early NIASE tests, Mechanic A and Mechanic B type questions were used.

Over the years the trend has not changed, but in mid-1984 the term was changed to

Technician A and Technician B to better emphasize sophistication of the skills needed to

perform successfully in the industry. At about that same time, the logo was changed from the

Gear to the Blue Seal, and the organization adopted the acronym ASE for Automotive Service

Excellence. Since those early beginnings, several other related trades have been added. ASE

administers a series of board certification exams. Individuals can become certified as

automobile and light truck technicians, collision repair technicians, school-bus technicians,

medium/heavy-duty truck technicians, alternate fuels technicians, engine machinists, and parts

specialists. There are more than 40 tests offered by ASE. The specific automotive tests that are

currently offered are listed here:A1 Automobile Tests: Engine RepairA2 Automatic

Transmission/TransaxleA3 Manual Drive Train and AxlesA4 Suspension and SteeringA5

BrakesA6 Electrical/Electronic SystemsA7 Heating and Air ConditioningA8 Engine

PerformanceA9 Light Vehicle Diesel EnginesC1 Service Consultant Test: Automobile Service

ConsultantF1 Alternate Fuels: Compressed Natural Gas VehicleX1 Specialty Tests: Exhaust

SystemsYou will become an Undercar Specialist when you pass the XI test and meet the

following requirements: You must be certified (including the two-year experience requirement)

in the ASE Suspension and Steering (A4) and Brakes (A5) areas before you will be permitted

to register and take the X1 test. If your A4 and/or A5 certification has expired, you may NOT

register for the X1 test until after you have renewed your A4 and A5 certification. ASE also

offers certification in Medium/Heavy Truck, Truck Equipment, School Bus, Transit Bus, Collision

Repair/Refinish, Parts Specialist, and Advanced Level specialties. ASE offers specific Study

Guides for all tests.ASE Series of CertificationsASE divides the automotive technician’s field

into eight (8) service areas. The technician must pass an ASE test before receiving certification

in any of these areas. The technician receives a badge indicating certification in a specific

service area.A1 Engine RepairASE identifies engine repair as an individual service area. The

engine repair service area involves the following components:•Cylinder heads -The foundation

of the valve train.•Valve train -Components that open and close the cylinder, allowing the air

and fuel mixture in and the exhaust gases out.•Short block assembly -Those components that

are found in or on the engine block.•Cooling system -Components (such as the radiator and

water pump) that maintain proper engine temperature.A2 Automatic TransmissionASE

identifies automatic transmission as an individual service area. The automatic transmission

covers both transmissions and transaxles that involve the drive train, which is a series of

components that transfer power from the engine to the wheels. In automatic transmissions, a

complex electronic or hydraulic system rather than the driver controls drive trains.A3 Manual

Drive Train and Final DriveASE identifies manual drive train as an individual service area. The

manual drive train and axles service area includes the manual drive train, which is a series of

components that transfer power from the engine to the wheels. Manual drive trains are

controlled directly by the driver through the use of a clutch and gearshift.A4 Suspension and

SteeringASE identifies suspension and steering (Slide 1-8) as an individual service area. The

suspension and steering service area involves the components listed below.•Steering system -

Allows the driver to control the direction of the vehicle.•Suspension system -Components that

reduces the number of shocks felt by the vehicle passengers and that allow the vehicle to

maintain contact with the road.A5 BrakesASE identifies brakes as an individual service area.

The brakes service area involves the components listed below.•Hydraulic system -Components

(such as the brake lines and master cylinder) that transfers power from the brake pedals to

either disc or drum brakes.•Mechanical Foundation System -Components (such as discs and



pads or drums and shoes) that creates the friction required to stop the vehicle.•Electronic

system -Components that notify the driver of a failure in the brake system. In anti-lock brake

(ABS) systems, electrical system components work to prevent tire skidding.A6 Electrical/

ElectronicsASE identifies electrical systems as A6, which is an individual service area. The

electrical systems service area involves the components and systems as follows;•Battery a

device that stores and provides electrical power for the vehicle.•Charging system -Electrical

components that create electrical power for the vehicle.•Starter motor and starter circuit -

Components that cranks the engine.•Lighting system -Group of lights that help the driver to

see at night (head lights) and that provide convenience (such as a dome light).•Gauges and

accessories -Group of electrical components that provide the driver with information and

convenience (the gas gauge, brake warning light, and radio, for example).A7 Heating and Air

ConditioningASE defines area A7 heating and air conditioning as an individual service area.

This area includes all components and systems both mechanical and electronic that are

related to a vehicle’s heating and air conditioning system.A8 Engine PerformanceASE

identifies engine performance as an individual service area. The engine performance service

area involves the components listed below.•The ignition system -Components that ignite the

fuel and air mixture at the proper time to create maximum power and minimum emissions.•The

fuel system -Components that transfer fuel from the fuel tank to the engine cylinders in the

proper amounts so as to create maximum power and minimum emissions.•The exhaust system

-Components that remove combustion by-products from the engine.•The emission control

system -Components that reduces the amount of harmful gases emitted from the vehicle.ASE

Technician CertificationA technician can achieve ASE certification by doing the following two

things. First, the technician must pass at least one certification exam. Second, the technician

must provide proof of two years of relevant work experience. A technician who is certified in all

eight auto/light truck service areas is a master technician. If you pass tests A1 through A8 and

meet the experience requirement, you will earn the certificate of Master Automobile Technician.

A9 Light Duty Diesel is not required for Master Automobile Technician status. (Appropriate

career technical education (CTE) training may be substituted for up to one year of work

experience). Certification, however, is not for life. To remain certified, a technician must pass a

recertification test every five years.ASE Certification ExamsASE exams stress knowledge and

job-related skills. They are not easy to pass. About one of every three test-takers fail. ASE

certification exams are offered twice a year at more than 750 locations in the United States.

Today, more than 350,000 professionals hold ASE certifications, and work in every part of the

automotive service industry. To reduce hiring risks, many employers now make ASE

certification a condition for employment. Many employers pay higher wages to ASE-certified

technicians than a non-certified technician. ASE certification is required by nearly all car and

truck manufacturers that sell vehicles in the US and is part of the industry specific community

college based programs like GM-ASEP (Automotive Service Education Program) and Toyota T-

TEN (Toyota Technical Education Network).Who Writes the TestsThe questions are written by

service industry experts familiar with all aspects of automobile repair and are entirely job-

related. They are designed to test the skills that a technician needs to know in servicing

automobiles; theoretical or operational knowledge is not covered. Each question has its roots in

an ASE “item-writing” workshop where service representatives from automobile manufacturers

(domestic and import), aftermarket parts and equipment manufacturers, working technicians

and career technical education (CTE) educators meet in a workshop setting to share ideas and

translate them into test questions. Each test question written by these experts must survive

review by all members of the group. The questions are written to deal with practical problems of



diagnosis and service experienced by technicians in their day-to-day work. From there, all

questions are pre-tested and quality-checked on a national sample of technicians. Those

questions that meet ASE standards of quality and accuracy are included in the scored sections

of the tests; the “rejects” are sent back for revision or deleted. This test series is authored by

Dr. John F. Kershaw, a veteran of over 13 test ASE Item-writing workshops He has written

many of the actual ASE test items or questions.Seven Types of Test QuestionsThe ASE uses

seven different types of test questions. The practice test covers them all. Here are sample of

the types of questions you will find on ASE exams:1. Direct QuestionsWhen using a DMM

(Digital Multimeter) voltmeter function to check for a voltage drop, meter leads should be

connected in which of the following ways?a.On the positive side of the circuitb.Across the

component or circuitc.To any non-conductive materiald.In series with the circuit2. EXCEPT

QuestionsThis question contains 3 correct choices and one incorrect choice, which is the

exception and therefore the correct answer. There will be a statement at the beginning of each

of these questions: This question is not like the others. It has the word EXCEPT. For this

question, look for the choice that could NOT cause the described situation. Read the entire

question carefully before choosing your answer.This question is not like the others. It has the

word EXCEPT. For this question, look for the choice that could NOT cause the described

situation. Read the entire question carefully before choosing your answer. All of the following

components can cause an abnormal key-off battery drain, EXCEPT:a.Ignition

switchb.Underhood lightc.Clockd.Glove box light3 and 4. Technician A and Technician BThis is

ASE’s version of a true and false question and comes in two forms with and without a

stem:Technician A and Technician B: With StemTwo technicians are discussing a battery's

state of charge. Technician A says a specific gravity of 1.225 at 80°F indicates that a battery's

state of charge is approximately 75%. Technician B says you can use a hydrometer to check

battery state of charge on a maintenance free battery. Who is right?a.A only
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Cleanco, “useful information. if you want to study the information on ur kindle or kindle app this

is the way to go. THE PUBLISHER IS TESTS.COM so check out there website if you want the

content free without kindle app.”

The book by ISEE Exam Preparation Experts has a rating of 5 out of 3.8. 5 people have

provided feedback.
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